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Established in 1990, our company specializes in the sales and distribution of defense systems and equipment to militaries and police 

forces around the world. We represent some of the most respected and well- established companies in the global defense and 

security industry.

Our staff members have extensive military backgrounds and have held many commands.

Our Company is a ONE STOP SHOP focused on meeting our clients’ needs by providing a full-package deal:

•	Ground Forces: Supplying full-package to meet the needs of ground forces, from personal gear for the soldier to equipment and 

platforms for the platoon and unit.

•	Riot Control: Supplying full range of products from gear for the riot-control officer to special items for entire units.

•	Counter&Anti-Terror / SWAT: Supplying the most advanced Counter and Anti-Terror gear and training to SWAT teams worldwide.

•	NBC: Supplying rings of exposure and identification devices for NBC as well as cleaning and treatment protection devices for dealing with 

dangerous materials.

•	Homeland Security: Providing training, consulting and gear to protect maritime ports, airports, train stations, military bases, 

prisons and compounds.

•	K9 - Dogs: Supplying attack, explosive and charge detection, drug detection, search and rescue dogs as well as training and gear.

•	Intelligence&Counter Measures: Supplying various equipment, products and training for Intelligence & Counter measures, 

such as interception, jamming, tracking, observations, tapping and different electronics in the field.

•	Perimeter Defense: Providing full turn-key projects as well as other Sophisticated Solutions such as an Electronic Perimeter 

Intrusion Detection Systems and other types of defense and safety measures. 

•	EOD&IED: Supplying full package gear from the ballistic protection to the professional equipment. We also supply a diversified variety of 

services related to numerous ammunition related activities such as Ammunition Demilitarization, Demining & Area Clearance.

•	Ballistics: Manufacturing and supplying bulletproof plates, body armor, ballistic helmets, armored vehicles, special armoring and 

armored gear complying with the highest international standards.

•	Rappelling: Providing Professional Equipment that was specially developed for the use of SWAT teams, Counter Terror and Special 

Forces around the world in Rescue missions and other Military applications.

•	Textiles: Providing a wide range of high quality textile Products, from personal gear, through special tactical items to unit gear. 

•	Defense Academy: Providing consulting services and specialized security training of ALL TYPES, insuring that the quality of your 

knowhow will be as great as your equipment.

TAR specializes in supplying Riot Control equipment and training. TAR’s training program 

aim	is	to	train	Police	officers,	units,	military	personnel	and	Para-military	with	the	newest	

riot	control	tactics	and	with	the	most	modern	methods	that	are	safe,	effective	and	have	

been	used	to	eliminate	riot	quickly	and	without	deaths	using	non-lethal	ammunition.	

Our	extensive	background	on	the	operational	aspect,	as	well	as	rich	experience	

in	providing	training	and	supplying	the	best	line	of	equipment	for	it,	enables	

us	to	take	part	in	the	design	and	development	of	Riot	Control	Units	across	

the	world.	In	addition,	our	collaboration	and	long-years	relationship	with	Law	

enforcement	communities	throughout	the	world,	continuously	contributes	

to	our	ability	to	offer	state-of-the-art	equipment	to	our	clients.



VEHICLES
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RIOT CONTROL VEHICLE ON 
GM SILVERADO CHASSIS 
RB0502

BREACHING LADDER VEHICLE
RB0501
Modular designed, vehicle-based adjustable ramp 
system for elevated entry and capable of fitting a 
variety of vehicles. Provides the fastest, 
safest and most reliable tactical 
access in the world. The system can 
be removed from and installed on vehicle by 
removing the ramp sub-sections. In most cases, 
the platform base unit remains on the vehicle. It is 
highly recommended that the system remain on the 
vehicle to reduce response times when needed.

RIOT CONTROL 
VEHICLE ON MB 
CHASSIS
RB0404

RIOT CONTROL 
VEHICLE ON MB 
CHASSIS
RB0402

ULTIMATE RIOT CONTROL VEHICLE
RB0401
An anti-riot vehicle with water cannon is the ultimate crowd and
riot control vehicle Using the INTERNATIONAL 7400 SBA 6X4
chassis. Its many systems are designed to safely end potentially
dangerous situations. The vehicle is fully armored and comes
equipped with dual anti-riot water cannons, as well as many other
features.

BARRIER RIOT CONTROL VEHICLE
RB0503
Fit for occasions of various rallies, demonstrations, 
enforcement of guard, seal off of traffics, as well as disorders 
and riots in large scale.

RIOT CONTROL VEHICLE ON MB CHASSIS
RB0403

WATER RESTRAINT SySTEM
RB0505

BALLISTIC WHEEL
RB0504



PROTECTIVE GEAR
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Size
Height of 165cm to 190cm
Universal

Weight
≤8KG

Protect Area: m2

1. Chest, Abdomen and Groin: ≥0.1
2. Back: ≥0.1
3. Arms :≥0.18
4. Legs :≥0.30

Temperature testing
Performance would not be effected in 
circumstances of under-20º C--+55º C

Resistance capability
Velcro: >7.2N/cm2
Buckle: >500N 
Joints: >2000N

Anti-stab testing 
It can not be pierced when using a 
dagger to stab any point of the chest, 
back and groin parts of the anti-riot 
suit under 2000N of static pressure for 1 
minute(≥ 20J). 

Anti-wallop in the key parts: 
The anti-riot suit can not be damaged with any 
flaw when using a steel ball of 7.5kg to impulse 
the chest and arms parts continuously from 
163cm height(≥ 20J).

Anti-impact testing
The back and chest parts will be damaged by 
≤2cm deepness by 100J energy.

Fireproof.

ARM PROTECTION
RB0702
Full protection from elbow to wrist.

BODy PROTECTION
RB0701
Anti riot torso and shoulders protection.

RIOT HELMET
RB0701

HAND PROTECTION
RB0703
Anti riot hand protection

LEG PROTECTION
RB0706
Full protection from knee to foot.

THIGH PROTECTION
RB0705
Anti riot thigh protection, connects to the body 
protection and to the leg protection.

GROIN PROTECTOR
RB0704



PROTECTIVE GEAR
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FOAM UPPER BODy 
& SHOULDER 
PROTECTOR
RB0801

FOAM FOREARM 
PROTECTORS
RB0802

HARD-SHELL SHIN 
PROTECTORS
RB0805

PROTECTION 
GLOVES
RB0804

PROTECTION 
VEST
RB0901

ARM & ELBOW
PROTECTORS
RB0902

PROTECTION 
GLOVES
RB0903

SHIN & KNEE 
PROTECTORS
RB0905

THIGH 
PROTECTOR
RB0904

GROIN PROTECTOR
RB0803



HEAD PROTECTION
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BALLISTIC HELMET & VISOR
RB1002
Ballistic helmet conforming to level IIIA 
with ballistic visor. Provides 
ballistic protection for the 
head and face. 

UNIVERSAL 
VISOR
RB1004
Universal fit face shield 
system that adapts to many 
helmets to provide face 
protection in riot conditions.

UNIVERSAL 
VISOR WITH 
WIRE SCREEN
RB1005

RIOT HELMET
RB1102

ULTIMATE RIOT HELMET
RB1101
High impact helmet used to protect the police service personnel 
forehead and face. The helmet has novel design, adopting ABS/PC 
material. With features of anti-impact, strong vibration-proof, good 
leak-resistance, anti-ultraviolet ray, good wear ability and fog-
resistance ability. One size fits all.

NBC PANORAMIC 
MASK
RB1103

NBC MASK
RB1104

BALLISTIC HELMET & 
ANTI RIOT VISOR
RB1001
Ballistic helmet conforming to level IIIA 
with anti riot visor. Provides protection for 
the head and face. 

SHOOTING GOGGLES
RB1006
Lightweight frameless eye protection system 
that offers a unique combination of high-impact 
resistance and unrestricted field of view. 

BALLISTIC HELMET
RB1003
V50 1300-2200 fps.

TACTICAL GOGGLES
RB1007
High-performance goggle system 
for highly-active police activities. 
The goggles feature exceptional fog 
resistance, particle filtration 
and comfort.



SHIELDS
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Back side handles

ROUNDED RIOT SHIELD
RB1201

LONG ANGULAR SHIELD
RB1205
Hand held body shield with ergonomic 
features made of clear polycarbonate 
for clear view & rubber padded handles. 
Designed with extra length to allow full body 
protection.

CAPTURE SHIELD
RB1204
Hand held body shield with 
ergonomic features made of clear 
polycarbonate for clear view & 
rubber padded handles. 
Designed for cell extraction and 
capture applications in close range.

ANGULAR SHIELD
RB1303
Hand held body shield with angular edges. 
Made of clear polycarbonate for clear view 
& rubber padded handles.

RIOT SHIELD 
COVER
RB1305

ANTI RIOT STROBE 
LIGHT SHIELD
RB1304
Two extreme high bright LED-Spots flash 
on activation by pushing on a button or by 
receiving a flash command from the RF 
Remote Control

CLEAR RIOT SHIELD
RB1301
Made from Polycarbonate. 20% lighter 
than existing shields without compromising 
effectiveness. On the shield are bulges produced 
with thermo forming technology, intended for 
increased defense for the user.

Riot	Shield
RB1203
Hand held body  shield with ergonomic 
features made of clear polycarbonate for clear 
view & rubber padded handles.
500x900x3-4mm.

CONNECTABLE 
RIOT SHIELD
RB1302
A hand held body shield with 
clear polycarbonate for clear 
view & rubber padded 
handles. Features an option to 
connect the shields together 
to create a unified protective 
wall.

ELECTRIC RIOT SHIELD
RB1202
Hand held body shield with clear 
polycarbonate for clear view & rubber 
padded handles, provides voltage of 
50,000 Volts.

Back side handles



BATONS

ACCESSORIES  
for expandable 

BATONS
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CUFFING BATON
RB1406
Combines the power and strength of a baton 
with the restraint and control of a handcuff, 
in an ergonomic design that allows even the 
smallest police officer to control the largest 
suspect safely and easily.

BATON
RB1401
Made from polypropylene like the police plastic 
tonfa batons. Although they are comparatively 
lightweight, they are highly resistant to fracture. 
Standard lengths:  
inch/cm: 17/43, 19/48, 21/53, 23/58, 25/63

BATON WINDOW BREAKER
RB1501

METALLIC CLIP
RB1504

MIRROR BATON
RB1505

SWIVELING HOLDER
RB1502

BATON STRAP
RB1506

TONFA
RB1402

Developed in a co-operation with 
specialists for training in a fight 

with the side-handle baton. 
Lenght: 23,2” (590 mm) 

Weight: 510 g 
Material: polypropylene

ExPANDABLE TONFA
RB1405
Made from high-quality duralumin. This material 
ensures high rigidity. It is very compact when 
closed and does not obstruct your movements. 
In case of need it can be drawn out very quickly 
to its full length. 

ExPANDABLE BATON
RB1409
High-quality metal expandable batons. They are made in hardened (police) versions in five different 
lengths with two types of handles. The baton is opened by sharp flick and stays firmly fixed in this 
position. The baton serves for fast self-defense in different conflict situations.

STUN BATON
RB1408
Powerful defensive weapon for stunning and hitting. 
When used as a stun baton, it delivers a debilitating 
300,000 volts shock to the attackers.

WOODEN BATON
RB1407

FLASHLIGHT BATON
RB1503

Folded position

Folded position

TRAINING BATON
RB1403

TRAINING TONFA
RB1404

Marco
Rettangolo

Nota
NON DISPONIBILE IN ITALIA PER NORMATIVE



RESTRICTION
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DISPOSABLE CUFF 
CUTTER
RB1603

TRAINING CUFFS
RB1704

HIGH SECURITy CUFFS
RB1706

PLASTIC RESTRAINT KIT
RB1604
Plastic Restraint Kit that includes two loop disposable restraints, durable web case, 
personal cutter & pen. 

CONTROL CUFFS
RB1601

TExTILE 
DISPOSABLE 
HANDCUFFS
RB1602
Handcuffs use new locking 
system, which prevents 
release from handcuffs even to 
physically very strong persons. 
Main advantages consist in low 
weight and easy storage.

STANDARD HANDCUFFS
RB1702
Increased execution for extremely strong wrists. 
Made of stainless high-grade steel.

HINGED HANDCUFFS
RB1701
Stainless high-grade steel. Provides additional restraint 
by more effectively restricting hand and arm movement.

SPEED CUFFS
RB1703

UNIVERSAL 
CUFF’S KEy
RB1705



WEAPONS
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12GA SHOTGUN
RB1801
Law enforcement pump action shotgun. Specially designed for police uses. 
Caliber: 12ga. Folding stock.

37/38-40mm MULTI 
LAUNCHER
RB1805
• Double action trigger 
• Safety: Trigger lock 
• Caliber: 37/38mm OR 40mm 
• Capacity: 6 shots OR 8 shots 
• Ammunition: 37mm OR 40mm

HANDGUN LAUNCHER
RB1806
37/38 – 40 mm Riot handgun, 
characterized by its small size, light 
weight and easiness to carry and use. 
Firing Range of: 100-130 meters.

37/38 – 40mm 
LAUNCHER COMBINED 
ON ASSAULT RIFLE
RB1803

37/38 – 40mm LAUNCHER
RB1802

37/38-40mm TACTICAL LAUNCHER
RB1804
Designed and built for law enforcement. 
2 grips for more control and better handling of the weapon. 
Chambered for 37/38mm shells.

Folding stock
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SKUNKSKUNK
PRESENTED BY TARPRESENTED BY TAR

An Advanced Fluid-based Non-Lethal Riot-Dispersing Mean

Skunk - Main Features:
� The Skunk is a new and innovative Israeli technology, 
based on the operational needs of law enforcement 
forces in the State of Israel. 

� The Skunk is economic in use and a cheap substitute 
to special munitions and other means which are used for 
riot-dispersing. Using The Skunk requires fewer o�cers in 
an event, achieves the desired public-order and saves 
signi�cantly on expenses.

� The Skunk is a product of long-years of highly invested 
research aiming for an e�ective, non-dangerous and 
environment-friendly material.

� The Skunk is environmentally-green, Non-toxic, made 
of organic materials and is harmless to humans or the 
environment.

� The Skunk passed all the required tests that were 
de�ned by the Israeli Ministry of Environmental Protec-
tion and was classi�ed as a non-dangerous and non-toxic 
material. 

The Skunk is non-explosive, non-�ammable, medically-
safe and could even be used for extinguishment.
Unlike any other riot-dispersing product, The Skunk is 
totally NON-lethal (and not less-lethal).

� The Skunk is designated to be an alternative to 
riot-dispersing by force or violent means. 

� When The Skunk is activated, the inconvenience 
caused by its repulsive odor is far superior to any physical 
and other violent means used. 

� The e�ect of  The Skunk is temporary and passes 
without any trace. The protesters clothes can be used 
immediately after laundry. 

NON LEATHAL SOLuTIONS
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Dou

ble version

TEAR GAS EjECTOR
RB2201
The tear gas ejector weapon contains a special 
CS/CN/OC fog-formulation. Evaporated solution 
contains floating in air powerful CS/CN/OC particles. 
Will affect a large group of aggressors, within few 
seconds, from up to 15 meters in still air. 

HIGH PRESSURE 
SPRAyING DEVICE
RB2203
The refillable High Pressure Spraying 
Device is specially designed for police 
forces and security authorities. It serves 
to the riot control special units maintaining 
and establishing law and order.

MULTI HIGH 
PRESSURE 
SPRAyING 
DEVICE
RB2202
Feature the launching 
distance of up to 25 meters 
as well as the possibility 
to adjust from full jet to 
spray stream as well as 
the simple handling and 
practicable operation.

ACOUSTIC BROADCASTING 
EQUIPMENT
RB2204
Specially designed and developed 
for emergency disposal, propagation, break down the 
psychological defense of enemies, rioters and terrorists to the 
maximum degree. Can be installed on vehicles, helicopters or 
ships.



HAND HELDAMMuNITION
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SMOKE 
GRENADE 
CS/OC
RB2504
The Smoke Grenade 
delivers a large cloud of 
irritant agent. 

SCATTER GRENADE
RB2502
Designed to rapidly deliver a cloud 
of irritant agent with a discharge 
time of around 15 seconds. 
The jet action of the smoke 
emitting through the side 
ports makes it difficult for 
subjects to throw the grenade 
back at the officer.

STUN GRENADE
RB2505
Flash Bang Distraction 
Grenade is designed to create a 
distracting/disorienting effect in 
civil unrest situations or during 
tactical entry. 

SINGLE-USE GAS LAUNCHER
RB2501
Single use, manual launcher. Launches 24 payloads of CS/CN gas to a 
distance of 50-70 meters and 25 meters radius.

GAS HAND ROCKET
RB2503
A pellets tear gas grenade able to be 
launched from 5 to 100 meters without 
a specific launcher (distance can be 
adjusted on request). Can be launched 
without any specific equipment.

GAS PROjECTILE CS/OC 
37-38/40MM 
RB2401
Contains 1-3 separate sub-munitions that release a CS 
smoke agent. The multiple sub-munitions provide a wide 
area of coverage for quick dispersal and control of crowds. 

37/38-40MM SPONGE GRENADE
RB2405
The non-lethal 40mm crowd dispersal round is intended to 
be a direct fire, low hazard, non-shrapnel-producing device 
which will produce non-lethal effect upon impact.

12GA IMPACT MUNITIONS
RB2402
12ga: Impact Munitions, Ballistic Bag, Distraction Round, 
Flash & Bang.

RUBBER 
BALLS
RB2403

RUBBER 
BATONS
RB2404



PERSONAL DEFENSE
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jET PROTECTION
RB2601
Non-lethal self defense tool. It renders pepper sprays 
obsolete and stops threats at a safe distance. The 
Jet Protection contains 4 cylinders with powerful 
concentrations of high grade OC, a devastatingly 
effective inflammatory agent.

jET GUN
RB2604
Powerful hand-held OC delivery system. Effective 
range is up to 6.5 meters. Each magazine contains 
two charges.

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL STUN GUN
RB2605
The unique & powerful multi-functional non-lethal weapon
Multi-functions: Various cartridges for different purpose.

GAS HANDGUN
RB2603
Modern highly effective self defense 
device. Two shot capacity, reloadable 
cartridges, caliber 14X62 mm.

STUN GUN WITH SAFETy PLUG
RB2602
Electrical stun gun, intended for professional 
use for security companies, and for 
the police. One of the most important 
advantages of the stun gun is a hand 
strap with safety plug. This hand strap 
hangs off the wrist and makes 
the stun gun out inoperative the 
moment the device is violently 
pulled out of hand. 

IRRITANT AGENT SPRAyING DEVICE
RB2701
Developed in cooperation with 
international security forces, it satisfies 
all important police operational criteria. 
Modular system with easy changeable 
refill cartridge. It allows deciding on 
different mounting possibilities and is 
also very easy to change from left to 
right hand. All to be done with no tools.

QUICKSTOP IRRITANT AGENT
RB2702
Developed through cooperation with 
international security forces, it satisfies 
all important police operational 
criteria. The design concept of the 
spray makes it impossible for it to be 
used incorrectly, even in extremely 
stressful situations, and it can also be 
easily used when wearing gloves. easy 
to handle and can be carried in any 
trouser or shirt pocket.

IRRITANT AGENT SPRAyING 
DEVICE – REFILLABLE CONCEPT
RB2703
Can be refilled with liquid 
and compressed air and 
immediately be reused within 
seconds. Different from 
using normal training cans is 
the fact, that there will be no 
special waste after the use 
of Policeman , the empty can 
will just be used again.

IRRITANT AGENT 
CROWD SPRAy
RB2705
Easy to handle. Has a 
practical spray safety 
device. The special locking 
mechanism provides protection 
against misuse and unintentional 
spraying, as well as allowing the spray 
device to be immediately ready for use.

POCKET FLASHLIGHT 
SPRAyING DEVICE
RB2704
Miniature adapter contains complete flashlight 
with 4 batteries AG5 and rubber sleeve.

GEAR-BACK RETRACTABLE 
SySTEM
RB2706
Prevents loss of your irritant agent spraying device 
while in action with minimum resistance during use.

Marco
Rettangolo

Nota
NON DISPONIBILE IN ITALIAPER NORMATIVE



PERSONAL GEAR
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MULTI PLIERS
RB2905

SECURING LANyARD
RB2904

UNDERWEAR
RB2803

THERMAL UNDERSHIRT 
& UNDER TROUSERS
RB2802
Total versatility, total performance through high 
exertion in cold conditions. Ultra-lightweight 
insulating layer engineered for core temperature 
consistency.

T-SHIRT
RB2801
100% Cotton

PERSONAL BAG
RB2903
Made of water resistant Cordura nylon. 3 
heavy duty zippered pouches on ends of bag. 
Front has expandable baton holder, small 
flashlight pouch, clipboard and radio holders.

1.5-3L  RESERVOIR
RB2901  

WATER RESERVOIR WITH 
SHOULDER STRAPS
RB2902
Stand-alone hydration system.

EQUIPPING BAG
RB2906
Designed to carry Crowd Control and/or SWAT 
gear and includes a separate helmet storage 
area. Quality construction consists of water 
resistant Cordura nylon, heavy-duty zippers and 
removable nylon web shoulder strap. 

RIOT CONTROL GLOVES
RB2807
Molded black hard shell Carbon-Tek™ fiber knuckles and 
panels to deflect blows and debris. With Foam injected 
padded knuckles and wrist.

ULTIMATE RIOT CONTROL GLOVES
RB2808
Molded black hard shell Carbon-Tek™ fiber knuckles and panels to 
deflect blows and debris, concealed with leather with Foam injected 
padded knuckles

TACTICAL GLOVES
RB2809
Backs of hands feature CarbonTek™ Hard Knuckles for impact 
protection with Ergonomic cut and fit and Kevlar® shell that 
provides cut resistance and flash protection to 427˚C

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOOTING GLOVES
RB2810
Non-slip grip reinforced palms and finger tips

KNEE PADS
RB2804

ELBOW PADS
RB2805

ULTIMATE KNEE 
PADS WITH NON-
SLIP PADS
RB2806



PERSONAL GEAR
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COVERALL / UNIFORMS
RB3001
Fireproof (Nomex®). Available in black or green.

MULTI PURPOSE 
TACTICAL VEST
RB3102
Tactical Vest designed for Anti-Riot 
Forces and SWAT team personnel, light 
and designed to carry different types of 
accessories. One size fits all.

NOMEx® MASK
RB3003

TACTICAL BELTS
RB3004

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
BOOTS
RB3006

KEVLAR® 
TACTICAL HOOD
RB3002

TACTICAL BOOTS
RB3005 COOLING 

SHOULDER STRAPS
RB3104
Designed to be worn under a 
normal outer garment. Specifically 
designed to provide comfort and 
heat stress protection.

ANTI-STAB PANEL
RB3103
Flexible stab resistant vest panels provide 
lightweight stab armour solution. 

ANTI-STAB PROTECTION VEST 
RB3101



DuTY BELTCOMMuNICATION
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HANDCUFFS 
POUCH
RB3302

PISTOL 
HOLSTER
RB3308

MAGAzINES
POUCHES
RB3307

BATON 
HOLDER
RB3303

RADIO POUCH
RB3304

TELESCOPIC BATON
POUCH
RB3306

FLASHLIGHT 
POUCH
RB3305

DUTy BELT
RB3301

MEGAPHONE
RB3202

REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE
& SIREN
RB3204

2-WAy RADIO
RB3201
Professional 2-way radio. 16/99 channels 
capacity, range up to 6 Km.

THROAT MIC.
RB3203

VEHICLE RADIO
RB3206

HEADSET
RB3205

RADIO AND CAMERA RIOT 
HELMET HEAD SET
RB3207



ILLuMINATION
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PERSONAL IR & 
VISIBLE MARKER
TL5
Compact and Lightweight Dual-Mode Marker. 
Worlds most advanced Personal Marker that 
enables the user to maintain high visibility, 
according to the mission and need, with an 
optional IR illumination for night-vision Friend-
or-Foe identification. 2-color combination to 
choose: Blue-Red-White-IR. 2 levels of light 
emission, to allow low signature in urban terrains 
and high signature in open field. Battery status 
indication provided by a hidden LED. No-look-
operation – buttons uniquely separated by 
vibration and shape \ texture Special Clip-mount 
and Designated Helmet-mount

TL5 mounted on helmet

TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT
TL6
This is a tactical flashlight with lightweight construction. 
It has High   efficiency xenon bulb. Optional: IR Filter.
Material: Aluminum 6061-T6
Finishing: Anodizing, with hardness HRC19-25
Bulb Type: Xenon
Battery Type: 2pcs CR123A Lithium Batteries
Water Resistant
The end button switch can be exchanged to wire a 
remote switch
 

LIGHTBAR
RB3404

ILLUMINATION 
TERMINAL WITH 
GENERATOR
RB3411
Capable of lighting a 2000- 5000sqm with 
illumination output of 10,000Lm. The trailer 
is equipped with a powerful diesel engine 
for long operation and a 4.5m pneumatic 
telescopic mast.

TACTICAL HID 
SEARCHLIGHT
RB3403
40-watt HID portable spotlight without 
Handle (straight-body). Can produce an 
incredible light output of white light 4,000lm.

MULTI LIGHT
RB3408
Metal Halide light output is five 
times more 
powerful than 
equivalent 
traditional 
halogen lighting. 
Producing over 
100,000lm of 
prefect white 
light.
• 360˚ Lighting
• Extendable to 

height of 13 
feet

• Ease of 
transport 
and 
storage

ILLUMINATION ROCKET
RB3402
Manual illumination rocket. 1000m 
illumination radius.

DIRECTING 
STROBE
RB3405

POCKET 
FLASHLIGHT
RB3406

LIGHT STICKS
RB3401
Chemical light. 
Red, Blue, Yellow, Green and IR.

ILLUMINATION 
TROLLEy
RB3409
Houses all four of it’s light 
heads and it’s multi-stage 
charger for that total self 
contained convenience, 
it is also equipped with a 
telescopic handle and rugged 
wheels for ease of transport

STROBE LIGHT
RB3410
Heavy duty LED flashing device for 
temporary marking of road hazards. 
Available in a variety of colors.
 

ROAD FLARES
RB3407

Marco
Rettangolo
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HEADQuARTERS
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SURVEILLANCE AEROSTAT
RB3701
A self-contained, versatile, easily transportable, cost-effective tactical system comprises a tethered balloon, 
filled with Helium gas, Stabilized Mini Payload, Portable Ground Control Station (PGCS), Power and Data 
Link between the PGCS and the Balloon via the Tether.

SPIKE ROAD BLOCK
RB3704
Fast open Road Block, with advanced tire inflation spikes.

ANTI-RIOT 
COMMANDER 
VEHICLE
RB3601
This vehicle is fully equipped 
with communications and 
computer technology to 
make the unit a self-sufficient 
emergency command post.

MULTI-PURPOSE 
LARGE TENT

RB3605

FAST-OPEN TENT
RB3602
For immediate deployment in any emergency. 
Waterproof and easy to assemble and disassemble.

CROWD CONTROL BARRIER
RB3703

BARB BARRIER
RB3702
A security barrier that is fully automatic in putting out and pulling back the barrier 
fence. Only one to two persons are required to complete the task. Laying the 
fence can be completed within 5 minutes. Fence length can reach 75 meters.

CUTTER
RB3707

SLEDGE
RB3705
Forged steel head sledgehammer.

BAR
RB3706



► CROWD CONTROL
► ATTACk
► DETECTION
► SEARCH & RESCuE

MEDICAL & RESCuE 
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EMERGENCy BLANKET
RB3803
Treating and preventing the onset of Hypothermia.

PERSONAL TRAUMA 
BANDAGE
RB3804
Packed in vacuum.
Can absorb 550cc of liquid.

MEDIC FIRST 
AID KIT
RB3802
Includes different kinds 
of medicine, bandages 
and various aids such as 
scissors and syringes.

COMPACT FOLDING STRETCHER
RB3807
8 fold stretcher, light,  most compact and flexible stretcher Easily 
stored in facilities, vehicles and helicopters. Easy to use - folding and 
extending it in approximately 7-10 seconds.

TACTICAL FABRIC STRECHER
RB3808

STRETCHER
RB3806

PARAMEDIC 
FIELD BAG
RB3801
Made especially for 
the content necessary 
of a paramedic, 
Made of strong ruff 
fabric, color black 
and green. The case 
opens into 3 different 
compartments for 
easy extraction 
of the content
2 straps for easy 
back carrying

ARTERIAL TOURNIQUET
RB3805
200x7cm in size.
Used for blocking veins.
Made of flexible silicon.

k9 - Police  
      Dogs




